What’s Next?
March: Music of Armenia ~ On Friday and Sunday, March 6 and 8, 2 pm Alan and Sandy
of the Rawson Duo, joined by cellist Fred Thompson from Portland, will present an afternoon
of rare pieces for both violin and piano duo as well as chamber works for piano trio obtained
directly from Yerevan, Armenia’s music center and capital city. Included on this program will
be works by Vardapet Komitas, Alexander Afanasyevich Spendiaryan, Eduard Bagdasarian,
and others, concluding with Arno Babadganian’s impassioned Trio in F Sharp minor –
Western-based art music at its finest, infused with the soul of an often overlooked nation and
ancient Christian civilization, rooted deep in the heart of the Caucasus, all to be celebrated
with Sandy’s carefully researched Armenian reception with recipes sent from friends in
Yerevan. It will be a program not to be missed!
Beyond that?

. . . as the fancy strikes

(check those emails and website)

Reservations: Seating is limited and arranged through advanced paid reservation, $25 (unless
otherwise noted). Contact Alan or Sandy Rawson, email rawsonduo@gmail.com or call 3793449. Notice of event details, dates and times when scheduled will be sent via email or ground
mail upon request. Be sure to be on the Rawsons’ mailing list. For more information, visit:
www.rawsonduo.com
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Rawson Duo Concert Series, 2014-15

R A W S O N S (take a look around)

be ll a i tal i a

Harold Nelson has had a lifelong passion for art, particularly photo images
and collage. It sustained him through years of working in the federal
bureaucracy with his last sixteen in Washington DC. He started using his
current collage technique in 2004, two years before retirement from his first
career and his move from Virginia to Port Townsend. His art is shown
frequently at the Northwind Arts Center and other local venues.
www.hnelsonart.com
(check out Harold’s brand new triptych overlooking the piano, “Blue Horizon”)
A Bella Italia Special: Zee View’s of Italy ~ photography by Allan Bruce Zee
Many of our posters and fliers in recent years have included images of photographer Allan
Bruce Zee. He and his along with his wife, Judith, have been a regular attendees of our concerts
since taking up fulltime residence in Cape George. We've been fascinated with Allan’s artistic
photos, particularly those of his European travels. As a special treat to go with our program
this month, we've asked him to display a few from his collection of numerous Italian pictures.
On display for the concert, we have: “The Kiss” – see if you can locate the originally
unobserverved couple in their romantic embrace – (#2235, Venice), “Nostra Signora di Lourdes”
(#2343, Castiglioni di Sicilia, Sicily), and “Chianti Wagon Wheel” (#2237, Villa A Sesta,
Tuscany). Images of Fattoria di Corsano in Tuscany include “Under the Tuscan Moon I”
(#2233), “Tuscan Landscape” (#2225), and of course, this month's poster and program cover
pick, “Fattoria di Corsano” (#2243). — Bellissima!
Several of Allan’s images have been reproduced in miniature on postcards which are available on
the program table as complimentary keepsakes. Feel free to take one or more to enjoy and share
with your friends. For further browsing of Allan’s fine art pieces, take a look at his web site:
www.allanbrucezee.com

A

note

about

chairs

~

following

the

music

If you would like to move your chair out of the way for the reception
(optional), please lean them against the wall on the carpet remnant next to
the wood stove and not standing on the slippery floor. Any extras may be
placed in the nearby closet or remain setup for use out in the room. Thanks

Cough drops are provided for your convenience.

At the home of Alan and Sandy Rawson, 10318 Rhody Drive, Chimacum WA
Friday and Sunday, January 23 & 25, 2 pm

The Rawson Duo
Specializing in Romantic and early twentieth-century works, the Rawson Duo has given
numerous recitals on college campuses and community performing arts series across the United
States and Canada. The Rawsons now reside in Chimacum where they perform throughout the
year in the intimate setting of their home located on 7.5 acres, bringing to life rarely heard works
celebrated with warm hospitality.
Violinist Alan Rawson first pursued his music interests in his junior year in high school as
a self-taught folk guitarist, recorder player, and madrigal singer. Classical Violin studies were
begun at Cañada Junior College in Redwood City California, since their program did not
include Country and Western fiddling. He received his Bachelor of Music and Master of Arts
degrees from San Francisco State University and completed his doctorate degree at the University of Colorado in Boulder in violin performance studying with Oswald Lehnert while developing a passionate interest in Rocky Mountain cycling and cross country skiing. He has served
on the music faculties of Concordia College in Moorhead, Minnesota and the University of
Idaho in Moscow, and has recently retired from Minnesota State University Moorhead where
he directed the University Orchestra and taught upper strings. He was concertmaster of the
Fargo-Moorhead Symphony for twenty years and appeared as a featured orchestral soloist
several times performing works by Tchaikowsky, Mozart, Sibelius, and Bruch, among others.
Alan has a passionate interest in exploring the music of past great composers, now all
but lost to obscurity, and he is actively researching, locating and scanning public domain
scores, making these freely available to the internet community worldwide.
A native of Fargo, ND, Sandy Rawson (pianist, organist, harpsichordist) completed her
Bachelor of Music degree in piano performance at the University of Minnesota and continued
her studies at the Musik Akademie in Vienna, Austria. During her long tenure in the Fargo
Moorhead area, she was a highly active accompanist and large ensemble pianist performing with
all the major organizations including opera, symphony, choral, ballet, universities and public
schools. She frequently appeared on faculty and guest artist recitals at the three local universities,
NDSU, MSUM, and Concordia College. An active church organist from the age of 14, she held
the post of organist at the First Congregational Church in Fargo for 25 years. She currently is the
organist for Sequim Community Church.
Sandy’s love of music is equaled by her love for cooking. A professionally trained chef,
having lived several years in Europe and Japan, international cuisine has been a lifelong passion.
AN T I PA S T I
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Prosciutto Caprese ~ tomato and mozzarella in prosciutto cups
Crostini Neri (Black Crostini) ~ chicken liver spread on toasts

Bella Italia
“Pastorale,” Sonata for Violin and Basso (1731)

Guiseppe Tartini
(1692-1770)

(Realization for Violin and Piano by Ottorino Respighi, 1908)

Grave
Allegro
Largo

Sonata-quasi una Fantasia (1929)

Mario Castelnuovo-Tedesco
(1895-1968)

to Adila Fachiri

Prologo, Moderato e pensoso
Intermezzo, Vivace e danzante
Epilogo, Calmo

~ intervallo ~
Sonata in Si minore (1917)

Ottorino Respighi
(1879-1936)

Moderato
Andante espressivo
Passacaglia, Allegro moderato ma energico

Pollo Tonnato ~ chicken in creamy tuna sauce
Bistecca con Salsa Verde ~ steak in green herb sauce
Pinza della Befana ~ sweet polenta fruitcake
Crostata di Gianduia ~ hazelnut-chocolate tarts
Torta Tiramisù ~ cake with tiramisu flavors
Strazzate ~ chocolate-almond cookies
Il Tricolore ~ cake with colors of the Italian flag

to Pet er H iatt , 1930 - 2014
in fond memory

The first-movement “Moderato” begins with an expressive and freely modulating violin
melody that is extensively developed and becomes agitato and con passione before too long. As
the music grows in emotional intensity, Respighi begins to experiment with polyrhythmic groupings
that were highly unusual at the time: three notes against five, six against seven, etc. These are
perceived by the listener as a kind of tempo rubato (free rhythm) in which the relationship
between melody and accompaniment is always fluid, or as a source of conflict and turmoil that has
to be, and will be, resolved by the end of the movement.
These polyrhythmic procedures continue in the second movement, where the lyrical melody
is set off by highly irregular figurations underneath. As before, the music moves from espressivo
to appassionato and back. The “passionate” section culminates in an outburst for violin marked
“come una cadenza,” leading to the restatement of the expressive violin melody.
The last movement is a passacaglia – a set of variations over a bass melody. The theme evokes
the Baroque and departs from it at the same time: it is 10-measures long instead of the expected eight
and emphasizes the lowered second degree (the so-called Neapolitan) in a way not seen in Baroque
music, while the dotted rhythm carries definite Baroque associations. At first, the repeats of the bass
line are as literal as can be, and the variations are within the bounds of tradition. The later variations
are much freer as key and tempo undergo evergreater changes (Allegro molto, Lento). The thundering
octaves in the bass, which give the piece a majestic character, are replaced by lighter textures, but
they return just before the end to give the conclusion a truly grandioso character.
~ Peter Laki, University Musical Society program notes, November 23, 2014, UMS.org
We mark the passing of Dr. Peter Hiatt, former head of UW’s Graduate Library School, who, with
wife Linda, was a regular from our very first Port Townsend concert in 2004. Librarianship was his
career, but classical music (in the broadest sense) was his passion from an early age. He declined to
learn an instrument, not wanting to be limited in the repertoire he studied. He attended the Summit
Music School in New Jersey during elementary school, then studied several summers, beginning in
1944, with Father Franz Wasner at the Trapp Family Summer Music Camps in Stowe, Vermont.
Liturgical music was their frequent study topic, in addition to the general camp offerings. He was
accepted to participate in the 1946 Tanglewood Music Festival in Massachusetts, where he sang under
Robert Shaw, the noted American choral and orchestra conductor. At Colgate, he helped organize a
Chamber Music Series, and also toured Europe twice with the University’s Glee Club, under the
auspices of the Experiment in International Living. Through the 1940s and into the early 1960s he
could often be found, with scores, at concerts at the old Carnegie Hall score desks (cheap tickets for
serious music students). He read voraciously in the areas of music history and biography, performance
standards, and recording review literature. He began collecting music recordings in 1938, and became a
life-long member of the Association of Recorded Sound Collections when it formed in 1966.
He applied many of the principles of his career in librarianship, especially
material selection and preservation, to his recorded music collection. He had
expert knowledge of classical music discography. Music listening, and concert
and opera-going were life-long joys he shared with Linda.
Tanglewood Festival Participants, 1946
Peter Hiatt, the blond kid, 2nd row from
top and 3rd in from the left. Directly under
Peter, is Leonard Bernstein (composer,
conductor) and next is composer Aaron
Copland, Serge Koussevitsky (under the
handkerchief–conductor of the Boston
Sym. Orch.), Stanley Chapple (conductor),
Richard Burgin (concertmaster and
conductor of BSO).

a few

Bits of Interest*

Despite Italian composer Giuseppe Tartini’s important place
in musical history, he remains known to most musicians only as the
composer of the “Devil’s Trill” violin sonata. Born on the Istrian
peninsula in 1692, Tartini was the son of a minor government official
in the city of Pirano (now Piran, Slovenia). Although his parents had
selected a monastic life for Tartini when he was very young, in 1708
he rejected his clerical training to pursue a course of instruction in
music. Soon, however, he seems to have enrolled at the University of
Padua as a student of law, and was more famed during his younger
days as a dueler and swordsman than as a trained musician. Despite
still officially being a candidate for the priesthood, Tartini married in
1710, and, having thereby incurred the wrath of the Paduan bishop,
found it necessary to hide out in the monastery at Assisi for a time.
He put his time to good use; apparently he made a rigorous study of
music, and by 1714 he seems to have found employment with the
opera orchestra at Ancona.
Reunited with his wife in 1715, Tartini spent the next several years trying to perfect his violin
technique. The legend is that he heard the virtuoso Francesco Veracini perform and resolved to live
in isolation until he could accomplish the same amazing feats of dexterity. By 1720, he was
engaged as soloist and leader of the orchestra at St. Anthony’s in Padua. Until an arm injury in
1740 seriously limited his career, Tartini fulfilled his duties at St. Anthony’s even as he built a
widespread reputation as the leading violinist of his day. He made an extended visit to Prague
between 1723 and 1726. Officially retiring from St. Anthony’s in 1765, Tartini remained active as
a teacher until a mild stroke, which he suffered in 1768, incapacitated him even further. Tartini
died in 1770, the year of Beethoven’s birth.
Tartini was the founder of an important school of violin playing, subsequently disseminated
by such noteworthy pupils as Pietro Nardini and Johann Gottlieb Naumann. Because he did not
seek fame as a composer, very little of Tartini’s music was published during his lifetime. Some 135
violin concerti and over 200 violin sonatas (some of which, however, are spurious) still survive in
manuscript form. A smattering of sacred vocal works (such as the Stabat Mater composed during
the final year of his life) and a few sinfonias, trio sonatas, and four-part sonatas round off Tartini’s
considerable output. In addition to his activities as a violinist and composer, Tartini became
increasingly interested in theories of acoustics and harmony as the years went by, and his 1754
theoretical treatise Trattato di musica secondo la vera scienza dell’armonia attempts to account
for contemporary harmonic thinking in terms of the overtone series and to promote Tartini’s own
discovery of “sub-tones” in that series. Despite its lofty intentions (or perhaps because of them)
the Trattato is not a particularly accurate or informative text; it does, however, provide great
insight into the mind of this remarkable musician.
~ Blair Johnston, www.allmusic.com
Mario Castelnuovo-Tedesco was born in Florence to an Italian Sephardi Jewish family that
had been in Tuscany for more than 400 years, his father’s forebears having resettled there as
refugees following the Spanish Expulsion in 1492. As a child, he began piano lessons with his
mother and was composing by the age of nine. Although there is no record of professional artistic
tradition in the family, his maternal grandfather apparently harbored an almost secret interest in
synagogue music. This was learned many years after his death, when Mario discovered a small
notebook in which his grandfather had notated musically several Hebrew prayers. Mario later
recalled that this incident made a profound impression on him: “one of the deepest emotions of
my life … a precious heritage.” It inspired his first Jewish composition, his Hebrew rhapsody
Danze del re David, for solo piano, as well as Prayers My Grandfather Wrote (1962).
Castelnuovo-Tedesco’s formal musical education began at the Institute Musicale Cherubini in
Florence in 1909, leading to a degree in piano in 1914 and a composition diploma in 1918 from
* mostly hewn from the internet

Liceo Musicale di Bologna. His growing European reputation was aided by performances of his
music under the aegis of the International Society of Contemporary Music, formed after the First
World War in part to reunite composers from previously belligerent nations.
Castelnuovo-Tedesco’s first large-scale work—a comic opera based on
the Machiavelli play La Mandragoa—was awarded the Concorso Lirico
Nazionale prize. Also active as a performer and critic, he accompanied such
internationally famous artists as Lotte Lehman, Elisabeth Schumann, and
Gregor Piatigorsky; played in the Italian premiere of Stravinsky’s Les Noces;
gave solo piano recitals; and wrote for several Italian journals. A prominent
European music historian has called Castelnuovo-Tedesco “the most talented
exponent of the Italian avant-garde of the time [1920s].” Yet his music has
been described as progressive, Postimpressionist, neo-Romantic, and/or neoClassical. He is often associated most prominently with his works for classical
guitar and his contributions to that repertoire, and it is probably upon that medium that his chief
fame rests. His association with Andres Segovia resulted in his unintentionally neo-Classical Concerto
in D for guitar (op. 99, 1939), and eventually in a catalogue of nearly 100 guitar works.
Castelnuovo-Tedesco wrote later in his career that he “never believed in modernism, nor in
neo-Classicism, nor in any other ‘isms’” and found all means of expression valid and useful. He
rejected the highly analytic and theoretical style that was in vogue among many 20th-century
composers, and in general his musical approach was informed not by abstract concepts and
procedures, but by extramusical ideas—literary or visual. He articulated three principal thematic
inspirations at the core of his musical expression: 1) his Italian home region; 2) Shakespeare, with
whose work he was fascinated from his youth; and 3) the Bible, not only the actual book and its
narratives, but also the Jewish spiritual and liturgical heritage that had accumulated from and been
inspired by it over the centuries. This natural gravitation toward biblical and Judaic subjects
resulted in an oeuvre permeated by Jewish themes.
Though anti-Semitism sprouted more gradually in Italy than in other parts of Europe prior to the
Rome-Berlin Axis Pact of 1937, by about 1933, ten years after the Italian Fascists had come to power,
a specific Fascist attitude vis-à-vis the arts, later known as the Mystic of Fascism, had been formulated.
This involved the controlled use of art as a propaganda tool. By 1938 Castelnuovo-Tedesco’s music
was eliminated from radio, and performances were canceled—all prior to the announcement of the
official anti-Semitic laws. When the 1938 “Manifesto of Race” was issued by the Mussolini government,
the composer determined to leave Italy. In 1939, just before the German invasion of Poland and the
commencement of the war, he and his family left for America. In 1940 Jascha Heifetz organized a
contract between Castelnuovo-Tedesco and the Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer (MGM) film studio, launching
his fifteen-year career as a major film composer. Between then and 1956 he was also associated with
Columbia, Universal, Warner Bros., Twentieth Century Fox, and CBS, working on scores as composer,
assistant, or collaborator for some 200 films. In addition, his influence as a teacher of many other
“Hollywood” composers was significant—among them such people as Henry Mancini, Jerry
Goldsmith, Nelson Riddle, John Williams, and André Previn.
A host of refugee composers from Germany, Austria, and
other Nazi-affected lands had settled in Los Angeles during the
1930s, and many took advantage of the opportunity to devote
their talents at least in part to film. The list includes such
“originally classical” composers as Korngold, Goldmark, Steiner,
Toch, and Milhaud. Although Castelnuovo-Tedesco later sought
to shrug off his Hollywood experience as artistically insignificant,
critical assessments point to the film industry as having both
defined his American career and affected his musical style in
general. In fact, he saw film originally as an opportunity for
genuine artistic creativity—an alternative medium to opera (which
he viewed as inherently European) for the development of a Adila Fachiri (1886-1962)
manifestly American form of expression.
~ Neil W. Levin, www.milkenarchive.org

Ottorini Respighi ~ Mostly known for his richly descriptive symphonic poems Fontane di
Roma (The Fountains of Rome) and Pini di Roma (The Pines of Rome), Respighi was a versatile
composer who translated into music powerful visual experiences and feelings of deep attachment
to cherished places. Respighi’s symphonic works are praised primarily for their exquisite
orchestration, but these compositions also possess a charm which transcends the merely picturesque.
This charm is particularly evident in works inspired by Medieval and Renaissance music, such as
Ancient Airs and Dances for orchestra.
Born in 1879, Respighi studied from 1891 to 1900 at the Liceo
Musicale in Bologna. In 1900 and 1902, he traveled to Russia, where he
played the viola in the Imperial Orchestra in St. Petersburg. During his
two extended visits to Russia, Respighi studied with Rimsky-Korsakov,
absorbing the Russian master’s ideas regarding orchestral color. In 1903,
Respighi turned to a career of a concert violinist; he also played chamber
music, joining Bologna’s Mugellini Quartet as a violist. During the early
1900s, Respighi started writing music, but his compositions (chamber
and orchestral works) attracted little attention. In 1908-1909, he was in
Berlin, where he immersed himself in German musical culture. In 1913,
Respighi settled in Rome, accepting a composition professorship at the Liceo (subsequently
Conservatorio) di Santa Cecilia. Enchanted by Rome, Respighi found inspiration in the city’s
unique atmosphere and consequently formulated an original, personal musical language, exemplified
by Fontane di Roma (Fountains of Rome), written in 1914-1916.
Respighi’s next project was a children’s opera, La bella dormente nel bosco (Sleeping Beauty),
finished in 1921, and regarded as his best stage work. After the Fontane di Roma, Respighi sought
inspiration in early music, introducing Renaissance and Medieval themes into his compositions.
In 1917, he composed the first set of his Antiche arie e danze per liuto (Ancient Airs and Dances
for Lute), for piano duet and strings. The second and third sets, for strings, were composed in
1923 and 1931, respectively. Sometimes regarded as adaptations, these compositions nevertheless
exude a unique freshness and sincerity.
Works composed in the 1920s reflected both Respighi’s fascination with early music and his
desire to translate visual sensations into music. Thus, the Concerto gregoriano for violin and
orchestra, composed in 1921, and Quartetto dorico, written in 1924, evoke the spirit of ancient
music, while The Pines of Rome describes the splendor of the Roman landscape.
In 1924, Respighi was named director of the Conservatorio di Santa Cecilia, resigning, however,
two years later, so he would have more time to compose. Nevertheless, this period included two
American tours, in 1925-1926 and 1932, as a conductor and pianist. He also accompanied singers,
including his wife, Elsa Olivieri-Sangiacomo, who was also a composer. Works composed during
this period include Vetrate di chiesa (Church Windows), for orchestra, written in 1925, and the
Trittico botticelliano (Three Botticelli Pictures), composed in 1927 -- a work inspired by three
paintings by the great Renaissance artist Sandro Botticelli. Composed in 1928-1930, Respighi’s
Lauda per la Nativita del Signore, for two pianos, wind ensembles, vocal soloists, and chorus,
develops Renaissance motifs to create a charming, serene celebration of the spirit of Christmas.
Elected to the Royal Academy of Italy in 1932, Respighi died in 1936.
~ Zoran Minderovic, www.allmusic.com
Respighi’s Violin Sonata in B minor ~ Respighi’s chamber music is less well known as his
orchestral works, but the B minor Violin Sonata (written, incidentally, the same year as Debussy’s
Violin Sonata) shows many of his greatest strengths: lush instrumental writing, great Italianate
singing melodies, and harmonies tinged with French impressionistic influences. The concluding
passacaglia bears witness to the emerging neo-Baroque tendencies in European music; the sonata,
after all, is also an exact contemporary of Ravel’s Tombeau de Couperin. Although Respighi’s first
instrument was the violin, he played the piano well enough to join his old violin teacher Federico
Sarti at the first performance, which took place in Bologna in March 1918.

